Creating collaborative business environments
The world of work is changing....

It seems like everyone is talking about collaboration these days, how can we improve customer experiences, enhance cross-team engagement, unify in-room and remote participation and increase productivity through collaboration.

Avocor create flexible, affordable, interactive touchscreens that help to unify in-room and remote collaboration experiences, ideal for every workspace and budget.

Our intuitive solutions are designed to be used in all environments from the huddle room to the conference area. Our platform agnostic solutions enable customers to build the exact collaboration environment that integrates seamlessly with existing hardware and software and any future upgrades, maximising your return on investment.

Collaboration used to be achieved by the movement of paper to the desks of different people who each amended the draft until a final output was created - not any more.

The world of work has changed dramatically over the last 10 years, with organisations needing to invest in technology that enhances productivity and increases agility.

The average employee spends up to 95% of their working day in meetings, organisations are faced with the challenge of increasing demand for meeting spaces.

Our workforce continues to trend towards being more mobile, remote and dispersed, organisations need to ensure that employees and customers feel engaged in the conversation regardless of their location.
Enhance Group Collaboration

Incredibly innovative, Avocor display solutions include Avocor Intelligent Touch, delivering a superior writing experience that is as smooth as putting pen to paper. Fast and precise, our displays differentiate easily between pen, finger and palm, creating a fluid collaboration experience for all.

Improve Team Engagement

With the mobile workforce number continuing to rise, Avocor displays help engage remote workers by connecting them through voice, data and video platforms from Zoom to Skype for Business - whatever the platform, Avocor solutions will integrate beautifully.

Crystal-Clear 4K Clarity

With 4K screen resolution, users will enjoy stunning image clarity, creating a truly immersive visual environment that engages the audience, instantly.

Enjoy Ultimate Flexibility

Because our solutions are based on an open architecture, you can create a custom collaboration platform that meets your exact requirements and needs while the Intel approved OPS slot ensures your investment is upgradeable to provide additional security and storage.

Collaboration For Every Space

With 3 sizes available, Avocor has a solution for every space, from the huddle room to larger conference environments, all affordable for any budget.

A Range Of Connectivity Options

Avocor solutions are built with ease of use in mind, from front of display control bars to a wide selection of inputs at the back of the panel, you will never be short of connectivity options.

Productive Software Suite

All Avocor displays come with Avocor Note by Nureva, our intuitive whiteboarding application that includes a comprehensive range of interactive tools. With a selection of backgrounds, images and icons, the software enables every user to create professional looking content, instantly.
Our open and agnostic approach means that creating a unique collaborative workspace has never been easier.

1. First add a collaboration camera that delivers a big experience. The Huddly GO provides an outstanding impact, straight out of the box. Plug and play, the 150° ultra-wide lens lets you capture everyone in the room, transforming even the smallest space into a high-quality conference room.

2. Zoom video conferencing features wireless content sharing, high-quality video and audio conferencing and integrates with popular calendar systems that work seamlessly with the Avocor display to provide a visual collaboration experience.

3. The Nureva HDL300 audio conferencing system works with the majority of UC platforms to ensure that everyone can be heard no matter where they are in the room. Nureva Span enables you to create physical and virtual collaboration spaces that make it easy for groups to collaborate on a virtual, endless canvas, regardless of location.

4. Nureva Span enables you to create physical and virtual collaboration spaces that make it easy for groups to collaborate on a virtual, endless canvas, regardless of location.

5. The Mimo Vue HD is designed to be the perfect control interface, the Mimo Vue HD with built-in HDMI capture capability provides the ultimate conference room solution and enables users to share and stream high-quality HDMI content, quickly.

6. Manage every element of the meeting straight from the display with Quicklaunch, the simple yet secure interface that provides multiplatform integration to create a one-click meeting environment. Join meetings, start applications, access data and share content, all from one place.